Test Your Knowledge
Promotional Scenarios For The Company Officers
Engine Co. Ops: 1-3/4” Hoselines
Being able to “call the stretch” is the responsibility of the engine company officer. This concept
requires the officer to direct his/her firefighters
using the following steps:
• The Lengths – Advise your members of how
many lengths you want stretched. When identifying a number, be mindful of property setbacks,
long vestibules, as well as the floor and location
you need to get the hoseline too.
• The Diameter – Advise your members of
what size hoseline you want stretched. As a general rule, most departments use 1-3/4” hoselines
for residential building fires and 2-1/2” hoselines
for commercial building fires.
• The Placement - Tell your company where
you want the hose line to go. (i.e. “interior stair”,
“alley between the fire building and exp, B”, etc.)
• The Hoselines objective – Inform your company of your hoseline objective(s) (example: “back up Engine
1”, “protect the B exposure”, “to floor above for fire extension”, etc.)
Read the test question below and provide your answers in the workspace. The answer key can be found on
page two.
Test Question:
As a Company Officer in charge of Engine Co.1, you order your firefighters to stretch a 2-1/2 “ hose line to the
building utilizing the “Calling the Stretch” concept. What are the reasons for ordering a 2-1/2” hose line in situation pictured?
Workspace:
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Engine Company Operations — 1-3/4” Hoselines; Answer Key
This size hoseline is primarily used for residential building fires. Fires that involve
room and contents within a private dwelling or a multiple dwelling will generally
require the use of the 1-3/4 inch hoselines. But stating, or just using that rational is
not enough. In a promotional exam, assessors will often want the candidate to justify or clarify their actions. Specifically, why did you choose this size hoselines?
As a guide, consider using the following acronym: COLS
•

Compartmentalized areas/rooms generally associated with a private or multiple
dwelling. (Large square footage homes may alter this thought)

•

Occupant life hazard and the need to get water on the fire ASAP.

•

Low to Moderate Fire Load generally associated with residential structures.

•

Speed and Mobility associated with the stretch of that particular size hoselines.
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